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·F'OREWORD

In the following report I have· made no a,ttempt
to ffwhite-wash'f

OIa

them in the Chaco.

to exag.:;erate conditions as I found
In plain language I have endeavored

to g1 ve the x'eader a piotUI'e of the obstacles met, and

overoome by the engineer in his searah for placer depos~t8

of gold and platinum with the prospeot dri 1 in

the jungle-.

tHE GOLD DREDGE FOLLOWS THE TRAIL BLAZED BY THE PROSPECT DRILL
CONDOTO-OPOG ODO FLAT, 1936
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Plate .ll
THE D.ASHII'JG liD OrT JUAN" O}f' II!HE CHOCO JUNGLES

He discarded his blowgun to pose for the photographer,
and was rewarded with an empty beer bottle.
--5 -

INTRODUCTION

In the early 15th century Pizar'!'o led his band of Span-

iards against the legions o:f the Inca in vvhat wa,s known as
Peru.

He captured the emperor, and forced -this great Indian

nation to its knees.

He braved the thousands of miles of

sea and the trackless jungles for just one thing.

rot for

land, nor women, nor religious purposes, but for gold; and
that is what he got, gold ••••• and blood.
After a

fe~v

yeaI·s Pizar-!4o and his follower-s had sk:immed

the cream of the Indians' hoards of golden images and ornaments.

Then it became necessary to mine their own gold.

Other Spaniards came as time rolled along.

These were miners,

not soldiers like Pizarro and his ori?inal band.

The thou-

sands of conquered Indians made ideal slaves and 'kept the
golden flood pouring into the coffers of Spain •••• or some
pirates' chest.
11:oI~e

for gold.

and mor·e Spaniards, came and widened the seax'oh

A trail from ocean to ocean was discovered in the

northern part of the oontinent.

It was an ancient Indian

tI-ail whi-oh followed a great river from the Atlantic to the

continental divide, then less than a half dozen miles over
the divide, which was less than 600 feet abeve sea level,to another riyar whiah flowed into the Paaitl,o Ooean.

Along this trail gold was found on both sides of
the divide.
weins and

On the AtlantiQ Side gold was found in

fr~ee

in the ri,ver bed.

On the Paaif'ic Side

gold was found only in the stream beds and gravel banks
as placer deposits.

However, it is well to note that

the gold on the Paaifia Side was
due to a very heavy grey

dif~icult

min~ral.

to recover

It was impossible to

separate the two minerals by panning alone, and this was
a great handicap.

This gIJey mineI·al was fiI-st discover-

ed in a small stream known to the Indians as f'latinero,
and so the Spaniards oalled. tbis mineral ttplatina TT , and
sent a large sample to the King of Spain.

No one aould

identify it, so the king pronouneed it "young gold", and
sending it baok to be planted so that it would grow and
turn to real gold,prove'd that he backed his convictions.

After this, the platina or platinum was separated
from the gold and was planted in one of a few specified
plaoes, so that later after enough time had elapsed, it
oould be dug up as gold.
~he

years rolled along, and the Spaniards and their

desaandants with the aid of thousands of slaves kept the
golden flood pouring into Spain.

It was found that

natives of Afrioa made mUGh better slaves than thenat1ve
Indians, so thousands of negro slaves were imported to
repl~Q~

the more $pirited and war-like Indian.

- 7-·

These

flBANANA

BULL f1 OF THE CHOCO

The abor~ginal Indian of the jungle has not made much
progress in the las t 1000 years.
-8-

negro slaves were at best very poor

spe~imens

of

human~

ity, even compared to the jungle Indians in the lower
portions of the continent.

It is well to remember that

the Incas had a fairly high civilization while the jungle
Indians were a different race all together, and had
nothing save a thatched hut, a dug-out canoe, a few
hollow gourds, blow guns, bow and
and numer· OUS

aI"I;

ows, a fev'! women,

childr~en.

The power of Spain waned with the passing of time
unt il she no longer could control heI- colonies in the

New

orld.

The Spanish blood mingled with the Indian

and negro, resulting in a race of men not aomplimentry
to any of the three original races.

In the highlands

lived the pure-blooded descendants of the Spaniards and
a few high alass Indian tribes.

In the low, dense jungle

and along the coasts lived the black and jungle Indian
or aborigany.

Between these extremes lived the mixed

bloods, a combination of all the bad qualities of the
three original races.
Then came the so-called liberAation and val-ious

countries were formed.

Among these was the United States

of Columbia, a huge expanse of

territo!~Y't

part of which

today consists of the Republia of Panama and the Republie
of Columbia.

The

~~orthvvester·n

lie of Colombia is the

State or teI'ritoI·y of the RepubCho~o.

It is bound on the west

by the Pacific Ocean, on tIle north by Panama, on the

east and south by otber Colombian states.

The entire

Choao is one gr eat, dense jungle,

by muddy

4

str~eaked

rivers and spotted by steamy swamps.

rfhe excessive rain

fall, the low altitude, the nearness of the equator, the
dense vegetation, and absence of roads, make it one of

the most desolate, unhealthy sections of the earth.
Through the Chaco winds the trail from ocean to ocean.
To examine this trail as a possible inter-oceania canal
route, carne John 0., Trautwine and his party in about the
year 1850.

In the yeaI' 1852,

1\~.r.

Traatwine's report

was published, and from this report are given the following abstraats dealing with general conditions in the
Choco as they existed at that time.
'TABST~ACTS

PUBLISHED

~EPORT

FROM THE

(Published 1852) OF THE

EXPLORATION FOR AN INTER-OCEANIC CANAL ROUTE BY THE WAY
OF THE RIVERS, ATRATO, SAN JUAN, iND SAN PABLO, IN THE
UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA BY THE EMI:rrENT JOHN C. TRAUT ..

WLNE. CIVIL ENGINEER.
Speaking of the semi-civilized negroes and Indians,

of these, the

for~rner

generally pay

fOl·

tlleir purchases

in gold dust, and the latter in tha produoe of their

little "rosas". or· patohes of cultivated ground.
Indians heI·e ar·e str-ongly adve.I'se to sea.r·ching

The

for~

gold,

probably a aonsequenoe of their traditional sense of the
horrid barbarities which its possession entailed upon
tl1eiI' ancestors at the time of the Spanish conquests.

They conceal all knowledge of rich localities, and even
take the trouble to obliterate evidences of their
existanae, when it is irl their' 'po-wer to do so.

The

blacks, not being burdened with such disagreeable reminiscences have no saruples in hunting gold; indeed,
it constitutes the principal active occupation of the
greater portion of them;

many are refugees from justioe

from every part of the Republic, who find a secure re-

treat from pur'sui t .in the fastnesses of 'the forestcovered mountains in tIle de files of Wl1ioh the ir searohes
ar·e cond.ucted.

It is ne4dless to remark that their operations are
carried on without the aid of soienoe or system.
one hunts

fo~

Each

himself, and a calabash or wooded bowl

oomprises the inventor·y of his macl1inery.

Aiming at

nothing more than barely to supply the absolute neaessaries of his vagabond existanoe,

(which exact

b~t

few more

appliances than those possessed by the beasts of the forests) , it may be imagined that his exeI-t ions
and t11eir·

r~esl.llt

aI~e

corx.'espondingly insi'gnificant.

light,

Still,

Dr. Key informed me that in consequence of the numbers

employed in

tl~is

avocation, the gold dust annually brought

into :~tJui bdo, amounted in val ue to ah out ~~)200, 000.

aar·ried to the

stor~es

iJ:l

It is

very smc.lll Cl.l1ani ties, fr.te ql1erltly

tied up in a leaf by the tendril of a vine.
The store-keepers are careful to apprize the gold
hunters of its real value, as estimated in coin.

By this

means strangers are prevented from making great bargains
in the precious commodity, as tl1ey would have to pay for

it, very nearly its actual value; whereas, the storekeepers ,themselves, obtain it in barter for their goods,
upon which they fix pI'ioes Ttad libitumf't.

'From the imlnense extent of COuntI·y in wlliah gold

heI-e exists in large quanti ties, in oombination with

the induoements offered to immigrants by the Government
of Ne'w Granada"

I oannot doubt that when the

laps~

of a

few years shall have served more fully to extend the
knowledge of these facts, and excitement and influx of
forei~n~rs

to the slopes of the Restern Cordilleras will

take plaoe, exceeding even those attendant on the discoveries in California and Australia.

- le'-

Here, not only gold, but platinum abounds; and in
sections of tile lteptlblic rno!"e to t118 eastvlaIJd, mines of

silver and copper have for a long time been profitably
worked.

Most of the platimum is, at present, derived

from the vicinities of San BabIa, Novita, andLloro.
Near J30gota,
J

(the seat of· tlle (~over·nrnent of' the J.\.epublicl

ate the celebrated emerald mines of Mussa, and no fioubt
can exist that when the country shall have been subjected
to a proper geological examination mineral treasures will
be found as richly disseminated as in any known part of
the eaI.. th.

Gold has, I believe, been nowhere found to the west
of this transition ridge of partition; but to the east
of itt from below the latitude of San Pablo, it is
ever·yvvheI'e,

OCIJUIloS

foot of the ridge.

in tIle dilllvial

~gr·avel

up to the veIiY

Near the head of the Surucco I saw

negroes washing rich gold gravel at an elevation of some
30 feet above the level of the stream.

These I conceive

to be incontestable proofs that the goldbearing diluvium
has been spread over this region at a period
to that of the elevation of this ridge.
inferable tJ."lat the

~Western

subse~uent

If so,

it~is

CordilleIilas, themselves, have

undergone, at least, a partial upheave sinae the elevation
of the partition ridge, as otherwise it would be difficult
to suggest a tena'bla theory :for the dispersion ot diluviUJD.

-.13 -

~iVe

sto:pped. for- a

men had, on t he

Sb.Ol·Jt

pI~eceding

time

the hut at

llt

our

~Jlliah

d.ay,· o'btained the boat we were

now using; on my remarking to the colored master of the
house, that the appearanoe of the soil indioated the
presenoe of gold, he told me that the women of his fami-

ly were at that moment washing for it in the immediate
vioini ty, and on my expr'essing s. d.e·sir-e to see tile opera-

tion he somewhat reluctantly offered to
the s·pot.

'l'11is

¥le

ac~ompany

me to

found to be a deep deposit of gold-

gravel and whitesh olay, at least 25 feet thiok, that
being the height to which we ascended it above the level
of the stre-am.

As our party emerged from the_ bushes on one side of
the field of action we caught a glimpse of the loose

ends of some half a dozen diapers Ttstreaming like· meteors
to the trouble air n , as the sable damsels who wore them,
staI,tJed by

OUXa apPI~oaah,

sUddenly dashed into oover on

the opposite side.
The old man, however, after muah persuasion and
assuranae from our patron, that we (the Dootor and myself)
intended him no harm, took up one of the wooden bowls,
and :tilling

sented the

i't

with gravel, washed It hastily and pre-

!~esults

trembled .to suoh

tor our '1nspeation.
J

8.

In doing

80,

degree that I thought he w01111. let

-14 -

he

the bowl drop.

He evi'ierl tl~l mistook us fOI' goveI-nment

spies ~ or some o tIle I' o'bnoxious oft'icials; and to my
~uestions

day, he

as to

r~eplied

ho~

much a person could colleat in a

in a depr'eaating tone, not Ll.or·e than

one or two dollars.
Preparatory to setting off, I ascended the San
Pablo for- a fe\v

~~lundr~ed

yar·ds fr10m the fambo, to l,lH.the.

While enjoying this luxory, I was startled for an instant
by the apparition of a venerable, grave-looking, white

hair·ed. neglio woman,

Wll0

holdin[:; a small totuma,

her hands.

mistaken her

came wading slowl)j
01'

cala'bash bowl,

dov~n

tIle cree'k,

car~ef1.111y

in

In the sur-pI·ise of the moment, I might have
fo~

a respectable old baboon, taking a

morning stroll, with a ooaoa nut in its paws, had it not
instantly OC0u.rI·ed to me that the arlimal, wi th all of
its sagaoity, had not yet adapted the practiae of wearing
diapers, or smoking segars. n
Today in the ChoQO we find aonditions praotically
,
the same as in the days of TI*autwine. Even if the emissa-

ries of Pizar"ro were able to

tI~avel

the ancient trail

~in

from oaean to OClean after a lapse of fOUI' oenturies, the

only ,unfamiliar things that they would see would be the
modern e(luipment ofalargedredging company and the

greater amount ofaa:st.off olothing worn by the natives.

-IS"

flFARMER BROVVN AND FAMILY GOING PLACES"

The tlpush u canoe is th e onl y mode of travel in the Choco

Today, the greater majority of the negroes wear portions
of shirts and trousers -- some even wear shoes at iml)O!~tant

sociEtl events li1ce fUJ:ler'als Etnd 1)aileys.

Even

the Indian has advanced to the point of wearing a shirt
to town if he is

for~t1.1nate

enougtL to 0

~n

Buell a

g8~r"rllent.

His woman or women also usually wear a portion of 010th
aI-ound the

br~east

as 'well as the hips wherl in tovln

His ah ilQI~en aIle not

village.

han~ica~pped

OI~

a

by such

conventions.
AS

in the days of Trautwina, the negroes' chief

occupation is smtting in the doorway (if he has a doorway)
of his thatohed hut,

sCI~atclling,

and watohing the river

run, while his women and ·brood of children pan gold and
platinum.

When they have enouf'"b to buy rioe,

Platin~

and cigars for the next day, they too retire to the shade

and sit, scratah and look.

Ferhaps, once in a while they

might even think of something to say to each other.
It might be of interest to note that each individual

still hunts for himself without the aid. of saience or
system.

~

illustrated

good example of this

non-coo~erative

spirit is

Oy a robbery of a dredge. After capturing the

pra<ltiaa11y unarmed winohms.n(an axe is of little value
when pitted against sixteen maahetes) and totally unarmed
oile!·, a gang of sixteen na tiTes prooeeded to pry opeD a

PANNING FOR GOLD .... AND THEIR 1ffiSTER'S CIGARS
Native miners on the RIO SAN JUAN below Andagoya, 1936

IA.

slui(.}e room,

ShOl-at -c ircui t

riah beam sluices.

the tguar-d wir·es, and rob the

Each native made a dash for the ri~h-

est area, attempted to elbow his neighbors out of the
way, and get all of tile amalgam possible.

nEach man for

himself and. to hell with the hindmost tr seems to be the
only system that they follow.

Mr. Trautwine forecasted a great future for the
country in the way of gold rushes.

Even he underestimated

the mineral resources of Colombia, but his gold rushes
have failed to oome to pass.
indu~ements

by

It seems that the so-called

offered by the Government have been replaoed

r~estrict1l1Jns

meant either- to keep foreign capital out
fO

of the

countr~

or elseAfeather the nest of numerous black

. and tan politicians.
And so today we find a country over-run by 19noraut,

greedy, unsarup@lQU., grasping, mixed-blooded politicians;
A great 00untry very rich in mineral resources, timber,
fertile lands, thundering rivers, and existing in the age
of Columbus;

a oountry of swamps, mountains, jungle,

rivers, bounded on two sides by great oceans, and populated by beasts and men, but little farther advanaed.

10

this oountry aomes the engineer and prospector of today.

Like Pizarro and the eonquistadors of old, he· aomes not
for religigg or women. but for gold.

.. ,9 -

He is eqn1ppedwith

dredges and monitors, rather than galleons and oannon.
His broad sword has been replaced by the machete, his
dagger9Y the hypo~mio needle, and his pike by the
prospect drill.

-eo-

DEVELOP] ENT OF THE VvaRD TYPE RAND DRILL
~bout

1915 an

~nglish

Jompany starteQ dredging

operations on the Pacific Side of the continental divide
It wa.s chiefly inter·ested in

in the Choco.

~he

platinum

deposits in the vicinity of the Condoto and Opogodo
Its dredges

SI'S.

welie

Riv~

veI·y small and ineffic ient, but

its gravel reserves fairly rich.

There was no particular

need of extensive prospecting/for then platinum was worth
well over QlIe llLundred diollar·s per· ounce.

Nearly all

gravel was npay dirt".
A.

few years later an . ~
. merican C'ompany entered upon

the saene.

Soon they became interested in the same de-

posits, and as a bitter fight was being waged at the

saene of the operations, the London and New York offia8s
reached a financial agreement.

This settled everything

except the native sentiment which was very.strong against
the Americans.

It still exists today, and is the great-

est obstaole to be overcome.
Among the amerioan engineers was a man nameQ Ward.
His chief assignment was pI os~e"tingJfor the riah
i~um

deposits were soon to be exhausted.

plat--

He as well. as
~

the other engineer"s,6'ncountered great difficulties with

the dril ing

e~uipm.nt.

Test pits were out of the

quest ion due to the swampy nature of the grotl!td.

-Por

this same reason it was very diffioult to tI-ansport and

operate either the core or churn type of prospeot drills
maI~ket

which IN'er'e on the

at that time.

to have a drill which could be

~uickly

It was neaessary

dismantled into

$; 1',

one man loads, .f.o.-r. it is impossi ble for- a mule to tr-avel

in the jungle, let alone a caterpillar tr·al1tor.

c(he fuel problem

wa~ifficUlt.

'Phon

The wood had to be dried

for· months befoIze it WQo,ld burn properly.

Then there was

no coal or oil to be had, but there was an abundanae of
Therefore, a portable hand drill seemed to

man power.

offer the only solution.
be too hea.vy

fOI·

Six inah casing was found to

his purpose,

~'

so he designed a port-

able hand drill using four inch casing whieh answered
nearly every requirement.

It aould be aarlaied knoaked

down in a large canoe by river.

On land the orew eould

aarry the parts without too muah difficulty.
be

, t

ass~bled

minutes.

It oould

and put in operation in less than fifteen

It was also possible to

mo~t

this drill on

a large platform built on two large canoes for river
drilling.

The casing, drill stems, driving cap, cutting shoe,
casing coupling, chisel bits, bolts and nuts t and many

other parts could be purchased as standard equipment
from any

l~rge

Company,

][~w

engineering :firm such a,s Oil "dell Supply

York Eng'i-nee':r-iilg C,ompany t etc.

:-----::-:::-:::====================.== =------::==-
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THE PROSPECT DRILL BLAZES THE PATHWAY FOR THE GOLD DREDGE

Repairs could be made in the Company machine shop
such as
bits~

I~ethr-'eading

eta.

casing and

stems,

d!~ill

shaI~pening

Other parts like winches, winch handles,

iron straps, and even the pulling head and hammer could
be made

d~reotly

in the machine shop.

For drills located a considerable distance from
the maohine shop, the dr iller was fur·nished vii th a. small

pOI·table forge and equipment to sharpen his own bits

and make minor repairs.

Also, the driller could cut his

own rig poles, cross arm for walking beam, and rig bases
in the jungle.
I

fter more than

~en

years of active service in the

-I~

field there ha, been but few important changes in the
aonstruction of the original drill.

The Ward Type Drill

of today (See Plate No. VT ) consists of a der·r~ick on
Which is mounted the main sheave and Winch.

The derriok

consists of four wooden poles about six inahes diameter
at the base and twenty-five feet in length..

The lower

end of each pole is notched and set in a slot in the rig
. base.

Eight inohes from the upper end of eaeh pole, a

hole Is bored to admit the main sheave axle.
e~

In

ord&n~

drilling this main sheave- axle is a bar of aold

rolled stael one and one half inches in diameter.

Ho,,~

ever,. in :firmly cemented gravels, or where there are

nu~erous

small boulders where the driving is very hard,

it is necessary to use a two inch axle.
is mounted the main sheave.

On this axle

It is ten inches in diameter,

groved for a 5/8 inah wire rope, and is fitted with a
bronze bushing.

Also, on this main sheave axle, but on

the outer end is hung the pump rope pulley for

t

inah

sand line pump rope.
The rig bases consist of the winah base and the
front base.

The bases are generally cut in the jungle

when needed.

The prinaipae differenae between the two

bases is that the slots for the notched end of the rig

poles are five feet one

1n~h

between centera for the

winoh base, and seven feet for the front base.
The winah is attaahad between the winoh
means of iron straps bolted to the poles.

po~es

by

The aenter

line of the winah is three feet, two inohes above the
surfaoe of the winoh base.

The winch consists of a drum, the shaft, and two
handles.

The drum is five inches in diameter and four

feet in length.

It will hold one hundred (lOO) feet of

5/8 inoh wire rope.

The winah is prevented from turning

when there is tension on the wire rope by placing a
pole under the handle as shown in the assembly drawing.
(Plate No.

Yl

- eS"

The walking beam consists of the body, a tail piece
and

tVJO

legs bolted to the lo'wer end of the body to form

a V-shaped saddle, a triangular wear block ,to fit in

this 8.addle, and two
and of the body.

~heek

pieces bolted on the upper

The inner

surfa~e

is protected by iron wear plates.

of these cheek pieces

Between 'these cheek

pieoes is a six inoh pUlley with bronze' bushing, on a
inah machine bolt as an axle.

!

On the under side of each

aheek piece is bolted an iron strap.

The walking beam

aross arm is fastened to the beam by means of these iron
straps.

All parts of the walking beam and cross arm,

save the metal parts, are compos,ad of a durable wood.
They are mad.e in the company

caI~pentert

shop.

However,

the cross arm often is cut and shaped in the jungle.
The sand pump consists of a four foot pieoe of
II

cold drawn tubing three and

'::"~one-fourth~'l

inohes (3tl

outside diameter with a flap valve at the lower end.
Inside tllis tubing or pump oylinder is a plunger with
a tight fill.ing dise of leather

01-

rubber.

The plunger

slides through a swivel top whioh is bolted to the pump
cylinder.

The upp,ar end of the plunger has an eye to

which is attaahad the sand line pump· rop'.
The drill toolsaonsist of a ro,pe sooket, two

drill stems, a pair of driving blocks, and a drill bit.
Th,e rop9 8o.cket and drill stems are made-trom two and

s9ven.-eights In,.has, (2 7/8"r) diameter Qold rolled steel

driving blocks are forged in a blacksmith
bit
shop, while the A ls purchased from The 011 Well Supply

shafting.

~he

Company. The driving cap, pulling head, and pulling
llammer are made from nickel steel shafting in the mach..

ine shop. 'J.;he casing, couplings, and casing shoes are

ordered from the dtates.
The pannerts equipment consists of two tuba, a

trough, a measuring tube, a measuring rod, three bateas
or wooden pans, a sample can, a sharp knife, and the log
book.

The fishing tools consist of a casing break detector,
wedging chisel, and bull-dog casing spear. However, it 1s
common practice to use a cane with a nail in one end to
locate broken casing. In the ease of lost tools, a chisel
1s dropped and wedged firmly against the lost string. Then
the entire casing 1s pulled, and the too Is recoV'ered.
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PAR T S
Wi~RD

PARTS

±!AME_

NUMBE R

gES '12 _ _

DERRICK
rig poles
rig bases
cross arm
CASING
casing lengths
couplings
casing sh oe

TYPE HAND DRILL

SIZE or

4

wood

2

wood
wood

1

12
11
1

_

_~v1!TERIA1

c.

D.

ORIGIN

cut in field
cut in field
cut nl field

st.

1'ubing

do.

\vrought 5t.

DRILL TOOLS
drill stems

3

c.

drill bits
rope socket

1
1

vvrought stee 1

R. 2 7/8 It Dla.

old stem

N. Y. order
N. Y. order
N. Y. order
Mach. shop
N. Y. order
Mach. shop

ViALKING BEAM

beam frame
1
6 u pulley
1
cross arm clamp 2
cheek wear plates2
leg wear plates 2
cable clamp
1
crank nut
1
washer for clamp 2

iron
iron

Carp. Shop
Mach. Shop
Blacksmith
blacksmith
blacksmith
blavksmlth
blacksmith
blacksmith

nickel steel
nickel steel'

Mach. shop
:.tach. shop

nickel steel
iron
iron
iron
iron

Mach. shop
blacksmith
blacksmith

wood

steel
iron
iron
iron
tram

PULLING TOOLS
pulling head
pulling hammer

1
1

DRIVING TOOLS
driving head

driving blocks
block bolts
nuts
wrench

1
1 pre
2
2

-I

N". Y. order

blacksmith

WINCH
winch complete
1
steel
2
-iron
,,·'ineh .handle s
winch brackets
2 sets iron
cable
100 Tt. wire rope{S/8 d O
brake rope
11 rt. Ii·· manila
eotter keys
2
~ x 2 inches
MA·INSHEAVE
10": pull,ey

axle
cotter keys
sheave boards

l'
1
2
2

wire rope
steel ( ror S/8"A)

1i"o.

R.steel
378 x 3 inches.

wood
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Mach. shop
blacksmith
blacksmith

N. Y. order

N. Y. order

N. Y. order
N.Y.
Mach.
N. Y.
Carp.

order
Shpp
order
Shop

PAR T S

LIS T (continued)
M.~TERIAL

NU1ffiER

SIZE or

_REQ~D_

PIDlPING EQUFPl4ENT

pump complete
valve leather
coppe r rivets
pump rope
pump trough
measuring tube
measuring rod

PANNER'S EQUIPMENT
panners tubs
bateas
sample can
.ttl! SHING

1
steel
Mach. shpp
1 sq. ft. American leather L'J. Y. order
12
3/16 x 5/8 in.
.:.1. Y. order
100 ft.
t U sand line
N. Y. order
1
Galv.1ron
Mach. shop
1
steel
Mach. shop
1
Galv. plate
Vlach. bhop
2
3
2

Galv •.iron
wood
tin can

blacksmith
native made
cook house

steel
steel
steel

lV[ach. shop

TOOLS

casing break detector
bull -dog spear
1
wedge
1

MISC. TOOLS
chain tonga
monkey wrench
cold chisel
·ball pain hammer
sledge hammer
carpenter outfit
assorted nails

2
2

2
1
1

#33tt & # 34
8 & 10 ft
8. M

2 lb. wt.·
10 lb. ·;vt.

1
saw, hammer, etc.
10 lbs. assorted

N. Y. order
~Eaeh.

shop

N. Y. order
N. Y. order
Mach. shop

N.Y. order
N.Y. order

N. Y. order
N. Y. order

~hle PARTS LIST comprises the complete equipment
for one dr1 11. It ~ ncludes
no spare parts •
.

.
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THE NATIVE MINER IN ACTION
RIO SAN JUAN, 1936

PRE-DRILLING PROCEDURE
The chief
a

gener~l

pu~pose

of this introduction was to give

idea of the jungle of the Choco, and conditions

existing in this jungle

where.

hioh cLr-e I'al",,:;ly el1coll.nter·ed else-

1j1

Plo.cer· deposits of gold_ and. in eer·ta.in sections

platimum are found all the way from the beds of the present
drainage system t6 the top of the continental divide.
On the summit of the divide itself, the writer has seen
native mines in the ancient gravel beds and clay banks.

However, up to the present(Vlith one exception)only ground
which could be dredged without too much difficulty has

been drilled extensively.

In one locality a rich channel

was discovered on the divide itself.

Several hundred holes

were drilled in an attempt to valuate this channel whiah
extended. sever'8Jl thousand feet thr-ough tl1e jungle.

Its

g.reatest width was ttlirty feet a.nd it hardly aveItaged
fifteen feet in most places.

It might be well to realize

that a prospect drill has limitations, and that no matter

how niC'e a map looks in an office after the engineer draws
in the

theoretic8~1

location,

an,',~:.

ancient

~tream

channel

does not necessarily run in a straight line) or follow the
pr esent dr·ainage system.
4

Of the hundreds of holes drilled

less than fifty actually encounter the channel.

For the

cost of five of these wasted holes)an instrument could
have been purohased whiah even under· the worst possible

,-3/-

conditions would have given some indication ot the
location of thi2 cnannel.
been

.
used for

Just because it had never

this purpose before by the company, is

hardly sufficient reason why an Askania Magnetometer
should rJ.ot have been

vention have

{:.~iven

prog~essed

a tI-ial.

Science and in-

somewhat in the last twenty

years.

Ho\vever, the 'wr'iter is endeavoIlJing, not to sell

Askania

Mag~etometers,

but to point out the fallacy in

that old proveI-b, nlf it was good enough
it 1s good enough fo!- ma n

•

fOI'

Gl·andpa,

It is well to be "onserva-

tive in drilling, dredging and mining in general, but
there is a limit.

When "being aonservative R passes that

limit, it becomes rank folly.

Drilling for phyMally as well as aoonomiaall3'
dredgeable depos i ts limi tS the scope of act ivi t1 ~~~, tilt.

beds of fair sized streams and to flats who•• bet rook
elevation is only a few feet above normal river level.
The limits of dredgeability of a river are deteI'mined
by the pI'ospeat drill.

Due to the faot that the coarser

gold settles out first, the upstream limit of dredge~
ability is usua11y the physioal limit.

That point ina

stream bed beyond which a dr8dge eanJl,otoperate duet.

natural features such as high bedrock, large
narrow bed.roak oanyontetc., is knolDl as the

boul~•• t

limit of
W}Jt,~:t.

dl'ed.:~.:!~ea·bili ty.

The point in a stl-Sam. bed- J1elow

a dl'ed'f~e (~a.n not oper·c1te a.t a profit due to the
---'

{~old

fine graains and settling out pI-opex-ties of the

is

]mown as tIle economicallimi t of d.,eedgeabili ty.
BefoI 8 a drJilling pI·ogI·am can be
i

out, it is neoessary to have a
gra'phiaal map of- the

distI~ict

fairl~

'p!-oper~ly

ca:r"r-ied

ac~urate

topo~

to be .prospeated..

In the

past it haQ been customary to make a magnetic survey of
th,e r'i ver and. prina1pal
the

en~o;ineer

st!~eams

ernpty ing lnto

located stations with a

tI'an~it

bearing and stadia distanoes for control.

it.

First

using magnetia

Then using

these stations as control points, he proceeded to plana

table the river banks at a two hundred feet-one inch scale
and a contour interval five feet.

Since the jungle ia

most places over hangs the river edge, the fin1sDJmap
'consisted of' the r·i ver "bed and br'anahes,exposed bed rook,
the location of the

!'i ver

banks t contour orossings, and

the engineer's estimate or guess of the height of the
bank and distanaa inland to the hill line.

In case he

was unable to see a hill line he WI"ote on the map "No

hill line visible K

•

If he eould see it, he guessed its

distanas and sketohed it iD.
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rtMY RODMEN

lJ

Peons like these are necessary to cut a path through the
jungle for the engineer.
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The finished plane table sheets were sent to the
engineer's office where the map draftsman proceeded to
fit them togetller and. make a base map.

The aCtJur"aoy of

t:his rIl11-P dep"ended upon several ilacto!'s su.ch as the in-

tegrity of the field engineer, the amount of magnetia
inter·fer·ence, the car'e of the draftsman, and the amount

which the celuloid plane table sheat shrunk or expanded.
The engineer in charge then pI'oceeds to lay out
his dr·illing

pr'o~gI·am

many systems

of the
l

upon a copy o1"l the map.

There are

layouts, but the one most comrnonly

used is <iI-ill lines in pairs in the r·iver bed.

The

interval between the two lines is generally- four hundred
feet.

The interval between the pairs is generally two

thousand feet.

The d!ailling star'ts wi th the pair of

lines located just below the observed upper limit of
physcieal dredgeability and pr·ogI'esses down river until

the lower limit of eaonomioal dredgeability has been

definitely passed.

If this preliminary drilling indi-

cates sufficient yardage whioh could be dredgeQ at a
profit, the regular detail drilling program is then
adopted.

This consists of definitely locating the upper

and lower limits of dredgeabillty
holes.

~hen

or

the river by drill

the river flats are investigated.

tIthe base maps gives

8.

genex·al idea of the location and
If it j.s

extent of- the fla.t.

8.

sma.II flat one line of

holes. if dr'illed at one hundr-ed :feet intervals at

I~ight

angles to the general trend of the river and through the
centeI~

of-

tll(~

f18#t to the hilt; line.

.:~

laroge fla.t V\lill

have a line near each end and one through the
If tllis dI·illing indica.. tes a pay channel

OIJ

mid~le.

~

aI)ea on

the individual flat, it is drilled until the extent of
tl1,i ~ ar·ea aan be plotted orl tIle ma.p. 'wi th s orne degree of

accuracy.

If the flat is rich and the bed rook well

below river level, drill lines at eight hundred fobt
intervals are oonsidered sufficient.
definitely low

g~ade

If the flat is

no more drilling is done and the

flat is marked as toolow grade to be dredged.
If the preliminary drilling of a flat indioates
npay gravel n , yet the bed rock is uneven, the values
unevenly

distI~ibuted,

or the sur·face of the bad rook

is above the limit for normal dredging at river level,

it is ne«essary for muah detail drilling.
·If the bed rock is uneven or has not been eroded
down to a plane surface any high points or ledges
must be located.

A

medium sized dredge should hawe

about eleven feet of water for flotation.

It Is

supposed to dig one foot of bed rock in order to recover

gold from the bed r?ck surface and shallow pits and
crevasses in tllis sur-face.

Digging bed r·ock, even soft

shale, is very detrimental to the digging machinery as
viell as tIle

pe!~cent

of' full

-~~bu-c.1cet.s.

Ther·efol1e t with

lligh bed roak it is ne cessa.I1Y to e i tIler avoid, dig, or

else raise the

wate~

ab ove i ts sU!4faae.

level of the dredge pond ten feet

Any of the se thI'ee alter-nat i ves

cost money, and so it is

~eoessary

for reliable data

before a decision can be made.
If the metal is unevenly distributed it is necessary

to outline the barren or low grade areas.

Only intensive

drilling oan do this.
If the elevation of the surface of the bed rook is
above the level for dredging at normal river level, it
is neaessary to determine if an inland .pond is feasible j

the desired elevation of the pond level, and the dredge
entr-anoe and exit.

Only' extensive drilling has been

used to determine this data to the present time.

How-

ever, it is the opinion of the writer 'that the science
of Geophysias would prove to be of much assistance in

this situation.

It Is very probable that the "MaggarD

or some other type of ground resistivity testing maohine

or even the magnetometer would a14, es:p,eoially in loeatIng a ledge or ahanpel in the bedrock.
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AS

previously mentioned, in the past it had been

~ustomaIay

to rely upon a magnetic sur·vey.

The dx·ill

lines and the holes themselves were located on the map
by tll.is metho<i after· the~v were d.r'ill.ed.

In

tt~e

last

few years due to the change in the price of gold, it
became necessary to do more drilling.

Some of the

formerly low grade flats became economically dredgeable.
it was then necessary to locate the former drilling in
the field.

Ther"e

to the amazing

VJer~e

no

r~apidity

tr~aces

of old drill lines due·

'vvi th 'Nftich the cjungle gr·owth

covered the clearings.
In the meantime, the eo-ordinate system of mapping
had been adopted.

~

base line had been established and

from this line doubled angles as well as the needle were
r·ead.

lIthe stadia I'od was still used for distances due

to the almost impossible situation of attemp1tingto ahain

across the wide swift rivers.
were lccated in the field.

Eermanent iron stakes

They were then located on the

maps by co-ordinates.

A control traverse was run along

t.he impo!'tant rivers.

Stadia di stances, doubled angles,

magnetia beaIlling, and rod readings were x·ecorded in the
field books.

A solar observation was taken every twenty-

five stations in order to cor19ct for any errors in reading the angles.

These notes were sent In to the office

where they were calculated and checked.

Any detected

er ror was x·e'ported to the field engineer who immediately
4

reran the points in

~uestion.

~he

surveyor also located

any out standing points a,nd creek mouths vii th the tr-ansit.

Then the total latitude and depar-tul"e of each ir-on stake

was calnulated, based on

cor~ected

bearings adjusted to the solar
was plotted on a new base map.

distances and calculated

observa~ionB.

Each stake

Then the old plane table

data was placed over this new data.

It was amazing to
Creek

note how muah the ri ver-s had changed trle iI- COUIlises.

mouths had moved several hundred feet through bed rock
banks in less than ten years.

It was impossible to

locate some of the old draill lines within several h11Dtl-

red feet of their proper locations.

It

proper to say that one river valley in

woul~

hardly be

p~·tiaular

looked

as though it had undergone several thousan4 years of aetive
erosion in Just a tew years.

It almost looked as though

tb.ere had been much guessing and Ii ttle surveying on the

original survey.

With tae adoption of this eo-ordinate system the
engineer in aharge of

pro8peeti~g cou~d

layout hiB

p~o

posed drilling program on amapwhiah eould be orie.,to,d

in the field w1th.'lltanl diffioul ty.
.. ... -.
~

at least two others oould

From. eaoh iroJ! a,take

.

ith the instrument

Since distanees and bearing had been ealaulated, the
field engineer- could staI-t

~at

any desir·ed point on the

river and. always have a base line to staI·t on and one to

tie in on for his drill line surveys.
were calculated and plotted on the map.

These in turn
In the end eaah

individual drill hole had a definite location by coordination, and could be re-located within a few feet if
neoessary.
1Nhen a ne-w river was to be prospeeted, the first

step for the driller or field engineer was to assemble
a orew and

e~uipment.

The usual drill party consists

of the engineer, his assistant (either a junior engineer,
a typical troaopioal tI'amp, or a Swede), a cook, two drill

orews, and a peon cook.

The equipment consists of two

aomplete drill rigs and tools, a few spare parts, a

portable forge and equipment, several aanoes of warious
sizes, clothing, food, medical supplies, water barrels,
camp equipment and supplies, sUI·veying instruments,
maahetes, axes, eta.
The driller or field engineer is usually an Amerioan
engineer who has had considerable jungle and drilling
expeI.tieno&.

Past experienoe!s indicate that reliable

results are to be desired.
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The dI·illeI"' 's assistant is a white man.

He might

be a junior engineer sent out with the driller to gain
his exper-ience (and spurs), or the last drifter that
aske d for) a

job.

The se dr·i fter·s ar"e e i

in the bottle U type of
European I·efugee,

OI~

the!~

the rfblowed...

tropical tramp, and

tfP~<ial

just a Swede looking for a

~iob.

A

junior en{;ineer costs the company One Hundred. and Fifty

Dollars ($150.00) per month as salary and any of the
others may be secured for two and one

day.

h~lf

pesos per

It is obvious what a great saving can be made in

hiring a drifter--if he doesn't run off wi th the compa.ny
pay-roll or-· rob a dredge.

In just a few weeks the

drifte!l (if he lasts that long) becomes a regular
ffengineer'rr.

He usually can speak better Spanish than

the driller and mixes easily, even readily. with the

natives.

He can survey with the best of the junior

engineers ( even if he doesn't know what it is all about)
and gets the desired results in every case.'

true illustration of this is:
ant of

un~ertain

A good and

One day a certain assist-

antecedents had an accident.

His oanoe

swamped and he lost a drill samp·le whieh he had not had

time to concentrate.

He had the lag however and saw how

many colors' of gold and. platinum he was suppose·d to have.
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Knowing that it was necessary to turn in the results as
soon as possible, he had a native miner pan the required
number of colors from the riveI' g.r·avel and. tur·ned them

in as the drill sample.

The average drill arew consists of thirteen peons.
The head peon is the drill captain, the second in command
is the panner.

Then there are· eight TfoaaheI·os u or peons

who operate the walking~eams, and three survey peons.

These survey peons are rodmen, out trooha or clear the
drill line ahead of the drills, aot as oanoe men and

messengers, and assist in bUilding the «amp and moving
the rig.

The drill captain's duties are to keep discipline,

oversee the moving and setting up of the rig, keep the

rig in operation, pump the autting from the hole and regulate the drill cyole.
The panner's duties are to. keep the drill log, pan

the cuttings down to a oertain stage of aoncentration,
and call the driller's attention to any unusual occurenoe.
Upon arriving at the area to be prospected, the
driller selecrts a <lamp a·ita in a suitable looality and

proQeeds to build the prospeat1ng eamp.

While building

this camp, he and his orew must live in local native huts

TYPICAL NATIVE HUT
chlnc hea
Livin g here the dril ler must be on his guard again st
as well a s chic ken- roos ts.

with the owner and all of his family.

This in itself

is quite an experience, especially if there are any

tigers in that viainity.

Besides the owner, his woman

or his women, his or anyhow the women's ohildI·en t and
i

his sons' women and children, the

~est

of his household

Qonsists of perhaps half a dozen scrawny chickens, a
"ouple of, duaks, a few:,.Jl1angy lnongrels and

a goat

OZ4

two.

peI~haps

even

'l'hese, of cour-se, sleep in the hut so

that the tigers will not get them.

Undela the hut live

the few pigs that he may be fortunate enough to own.
The driller and his assistant have folding cots
At night it is neoessary

covered with mosquito netting.

to flood the partiQular area where the cots are to rest

(!;1.'-th disinfaotant'; in order· to discourage the ohina,he bugs,
also he must keep a weather eye peeled on the ohioken

roost.

It is rather embarrassing to disoover upon awaken-

ing that the ohickens are roosting over one's oot.
natives have one good quality anyhow.

The

They are very

hospitable, and though they do not invite one to spend
the night in their house, they never object to his just
moving in if the person will give them a few aoins or
can of something to eat.
8onstitution, a

pOOI·

If the engineer has a strong

sense of

B,m.e_~l,
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and a broad ou.t,lo,ok

on life in general, he is assured of a peacelul night's
sleep - - - if the dogs d.o not fight 11nder· his cot or
the olliokens move the ir roost ing place.

danger that should not be overlooked.

There is one

If the chinahe

bugs bite a white man, he is veI:y apt to ha.. ve a serious

case of relapsing fever in a short time.
the germ of the fever.

they have Santa

The bugs carry

In Colombia, espeoially the Chaco,

aria, Santa Tereoia, and in faot all of

the Santas save rtsanitation tl •

DRILLING PR.tiCTICES

After the engineer's camp has been constructed of
poles with a palm leaf roof and thatched walls, the driller
is

I~eady

to pIiloceed with his drilling progr·am.

Usually the first step is to drill the river.

On

the map given to him along with his orders is the location
'of each. drill line.

The d.rilleIi mounts his rigs on espec-

ially prepared barges or balsas made of two large canoes.
Aplatform is constructed for the
beam operators.

~caahero~

or walking

The rigs are then pulled and poled up

the river to the first line.

The driller

O~

his assistant locates a stake at

each end of tIle line on the

are tied-in to the

~egular

r~iver

bank.

11hese stakes

river traverse.

The transit

is set-up over one stake and a back sight taken on the
far stake.

It is customary to locate a drill hole about

twenty-five feet from each bank.

Then holes are spaced

on line between these holes at as near seventy-five foot
intervals as possible.

$

The number of holes depend upon
/\

the width of the river, but in all oases the interval
between holes in the individual line 1s to be equal.
The drill barge has winahes and cable fastened to
the bank as well as an anchor to hold it in position.
A long steel bar 1s used also if the wa.ter is not too deep.
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It is maneuvered into the correct position by means of
The position or location of the

the winohes and bar.

hole "is found by holding a stadia rod on the barge where
the casing will go.

The engineer at the transit· directs

the movement of t11e baI·ge unt il the rod is in the CODreot
location.

Then the barge is firmly anhhored in position

and the hole is ready to be drilled.
In land drilling, the !·ig is t:-canspor ted in canoes

to the location of the

d~ill

line.

The engineer locates

a staKe on the river bank where the line intersects the
river by means of

t~"le

~ransit.

Than the tx·ansit is set-

up over this stake and the engineer sets the instrument

on the bearing of the drill line as given on the map.
The survey peons proceed to cut a path or ~r8cha"about
S~~

feet wide along t.t1is

bear~ing

line.

The engineer

seleots the location for the first hole on this line.
1

It 1s usually about thirty-five feet from the water s
edge, unless ther·e is a very goo,cl reason why it should.

be more inland suah as bed rock exposed at the surface •
.Once this first hole is loeated, stakes are driven at
one hundred foot intervals along the line until the hill
line is reached or the engineer has orders not to go any
farther.
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River dI'illing offers many problems,

are

drifti~g

than arl

hOllI"

logs and floods.

~

chief~L

of whioh

ten foot rise in less

's time is not unoornrnon.

JAs soon as the ri-

ver' star-ts I-ising tlle "baI·,g's must be moved to tl-Le sl10re

in a protected spot.

When the river goes down to normal

stage, it is qUite possible that the casing has been bent

or broken off by logs.

It must be re-drilled.

Land dr illing offeI"s arl ant irely dif'feI·ent type of

problem.

The heat, rain, solitude, rotten food, fever.

mosquitoes and sand flies, snalces, ants, rllud, and the like

are bad enough, but it is the native that offers the real
problem.

On land we have the case of the legal owner

in Bogota or some large city.

He is a high class Colombian

and will gladl' give drilling permits ••• for a priae.

Then we have a few middle elass men to whom the owner has
leased or sold the land.
per·mi ts ••• for a prioe.
souprt or the

bUStl

Each will gladly give drilling
Then we ha.ve the "fly-in-the ..

ni:gger sq,uatting on the land.

He is

a very low type of humanity at best and acts accordingly.

He has his little hut built on the river bank where he
can si t wIlile his women and el1ild.ren pan gold and platin'Qm

for his rice and cigar money.

He is very content, all

of his d.esires and neoessities are satisfied.

Sinae his
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The Choco 1s truly
and children

mi~e

the lazy manS a paradise, only the .women
for gold and platinum.

hut occupies a piece of land it is

onl~

natur·al to

assume that the land is' his private domain.

At first

he possibly realizes that the land belongs to sqme
citizen living in a far oity, but in a year or so this
fades from hjs mind.

In his own mind he becomes sale

owner and a lot of papers and legal matter are not
neoessary.
To this man comes the

dr·ill~rt.

He gives the man a

cigar, remarks what a nice home or house the man owns,
and finally asks if he has any objections to a drill
line cXitossing his gl-ound •. The owner at orlce swells
visibly with impoI'tanoe and assures the driller that he

has no objeotions at all.
The driller looates the first stake on the baRk
and turns off the bearing.

The peons immediatell start

dearing out the line while the owner looks on in wonder.
Soon the oleaz·ing peons come to a banana plant.

Instantly,

the owner voiaes an ob jeot ion and motions them· to d.etour
so as not to injure the plant or usually plants$

Unfor-

tunately, a drill line is sU'pposed to be a str-aight lime.

However, the owner remains firm in his refusals, and so
the driller offers him five aentavQs for the pl&llt.
is a diffsl'ent situation altogether.

That

Th:e ovrnerglad1y

sells the plant and offers numerous other plants at the
The owner becomes the firm friend of the

same rate.

companyJfor the time being.
clear~ing

Soon the

gang corne to anoth:3T' man 's

tory.

Th_is man does not care to have his land

and so

the!~e

rl1

A

ter~ri

illed

is no u:se to cut out the line any far'ther.

The driller points out that no harm and much benefit will
be derived and upon the receipt of an extra aigar, the
man gives his consent.

The line is cleared on to the

beginning of the hills or to where bed rook is exposed
at the sUI"face near the hill line.

In the meantime, the drill rig has been ereated over
the maz-ker for the first hole, or perhaps i t has already
drilled a hole or two.

The fiI-st

O~Nner

that he is a veI·y impoI·tant perJson.

begins to realize

His land lI1ust be

very rioh or the ttarazy gringaea rr waul d not spend so muah

money to drill it.

Therefore it is only

pay him a small amount to drill his land.

fai~

that they

He immediately

orders the drillers to stop drilling and get off of his
ter'r~itory.

He

swea!~s

by all of the Saints that the driller

is tI'ying to rob andoheat a poor man ou.t of his rightful

a.nd just dues.

He demands .five :pesos for each hole drilled.

If the driller has 'a fair ao-.and
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or

the Spanish langu-

age, he can argue the owner into a peaceful and contentad state, and

~ith

friend for life.

the aid of another cigar, make him a

By this time the drillers have advanoed

to the second man 'sproperJty.

This man has had time to do some thinking and arrives
at the same con61usion and decision as the first man.
He is very firm and even a cigar cannot lure him to the
right aide of the fenoe.

He must have five pesos for

each hole and nat a cent less.

He does not want his land

dx·illed, and he does not oare to discuss it farther.
There is one aompany rule never broken.

.A native.

must not be paid anything for drilling pel'mite. Other..
wise no free permit would ever be seoUI'ad.

-The' applies

to the squatter only.
It finally becomes neeessary to remand the owner that

he is only a squatter and has no rights whatever.
is the finishing tOUQh.

Th~

This

owner orders the driller and

orew not to set foot orl his land and baeks it up with a

lot of thI'eats.
Here again. the experience and resour-aes of the driller

are called

UPO~.

.

.

,

He aan either reasoaand threat the

owner into a. pes,ceful mood where

hie will

accept another

cigar and a "speoial" price for hie bananaplaDts, or he

can halt the operation ,and go for the local Alcalde or
of'ficial

The
i~

for~

a.r-illing peI·mits.

~loalde

is shown the actual owner's permit and

requested to see that the squatter does not molest

the dr'illing procedUI-e any farther.

The alcalde . looks

and tb.in}~s ever.Jytlling avera cax-efully and says, n1Jla rtana ft •

"Ma1i:ana tt or .. to-mory-ow.. the Aloalde pr'obably. is too
~

busy to be bothered,

01"'

else he just says, ffMafiana n ,

and resumes his interrupted "siesta".
The engineer oan overoome most hazft.rds and obstaoles.
but rtM:af5:ana rr costs money when you have about thirty men

waiting until an Alaalde feels in the mood to write out
a

papeI~

and sign his name to

it.

The!~'e

is no known

method of getting efficient servia6 out of an offioial
short of offering him a rrgift".
Companies t . futur"e

t

For the good otthe

such ftgif't Tt must not be made, less they

beeome a habit.

If one attempts to drill without permission of the
Alcalde, it has been found to be !'atber' untlealthy

aonaerned.

fOI~

all

First, the drill crew bedomes worried and

leaves in a body.

Then the rigs are diaeovered all chop-

ped up and parts missing.
gets little sympat h 7-

A

complaint to the Alealde

Little satisfaotion is to be had

'arguing".! th the owner (and all of his friends).

Nobody

knows anything about who did tllis oz· that"

All that

they k:now is that they do not Vvant the land. drilled

and at times they make it very plain.
If one waits until the Aloalde gives a permit,
then

eve~ything

is fine.

The drilling progresses

niaely, except for the cable getting aut, or part of
the rigs being

~arried

off at night.

Onoe this first line is drilled, the remaining
lines are fairly tteasy drilling R

•

The various owners

-rJut up plenty of arguments, but usually succumb in
the end.

They realize that since the driller oan get a

permit from

t~e ~loaldeJ

he is not to be stopped.

Ther.~

fore, it is best to remain on friendly terms in order to
reap the benefits of the future and any gifts of the

present.
It is to be understood that theI"e are man1 other
obsta~les

to drilling in the Chooo.

Mosquitoes, for

example are sometimes responsible for a drilling program
being abandoned.

It both the driller and his assistant

get the fever at the same time, the rigs must be shut
down until they return from the hospital.

A few cases

of this, and it baoomes nece·seary to eitherglYe up

prospecting that part1eular

~erritor1

er els• •lplag out

the

mos~uitoes

and fever.

This is an almost impossible

job unless one adopts measures used in bUilding the Panama
Canal.

Unforwtuna tely, ther-e ar"e no ffiE.Y'ines handy to illl:pose

sanitation upon the unwilling native.
Firmly cemented gravel and boulders offer plenty of

difficulties to the drilling procedure.

It is some times

necessar-y to attach an extr'a set of a_riving bloaks when

driving casing through cemented gravels.

This, besides

being very hard on the drill crew, qUickly tears the rig
to pi~e~.

The main sheave bends, the casing bends, the

driving head tends to flatten out, and the bits must be
changed more offen.
boulde.I~,

W'hen a

too tough to break and too large to

be driven to one side) is

encounte~ed

neaessary to move tb.e liiig

b.

the hole.

Often two or

it is usually

couple of feet and redrill

thr~e

re-drills are neoessary.

This soon IJlunS into money, besides slowing up t11e d.rill-

ing program.

Often a boulder will defleat the casing if

at oonsiderable depth.

This soon causes the tools to

become jammed ,in the bent portion.

The only remedy is to

pUll the easing to recover the tools, and redrill the hole,
Pulling broken casing, fishing for lost tools, and

similar events are very trying in patience, but otfer no
more di:' ficul ties than those in any other e,ountry.
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DRILLING PROCEDURE

The filast step in the oper-ation of drilling a hole
is to/ereat the derriak over the hole mar'ker.
the four rig poles are
pIlIopeI~

position.

lai~ut

~lhe mairl

To do this,

on the ground in their

sheave axle is thliust through

the hole in two legs, and the main sheave placed in
position.

Then the axle is thrust through the hole in

the other two legs and cotter keyed in place.
of the wire rope is passed

s~veral

The end

feet over the main

sheave and the pump rope pUlley attaohed to one end of
the axle.
The

rib~

bases- a.re placed in appropriate locations

and cribbing plaa6d under them until they are level.
Then three peons gIaasp eactl leg of the deI·I'ick while

others assist in raising the end aontaining the main
sheave until it is out of their reach.

They then rush

to the ends of the poles and fit them in the slots of the
rig bases.
~s

The der-riQk is then shifted ab out until it

in a fairly stable position.
The win(}h is attached

-~ 0

the legs in its r'egular

position, the harldles attached and cotter-ke;yed in pla,ce,

and the rope socket olamped i

place on the end of the

cable which h&d been

~assed

over the pUlley.

The drill

stems with the driving blocks attaohed on the upper stem
ar'e scr-ewed. in :plaoe.

Then a peon gr'apps each handle of

the vJinoh and. hoists the stl'ing of tools up until they

nearly touch the main sheave.

~

pole is thrust under the

handle of the winch to keep it~rom turning when released.
The drill oaptain inspects the rig and directs the
shifting and cribbing until it

in place.

~ests

firmly and evenly

Large stakes are driven into the ground against

the rig bases until it cannot shift on the

cI~ibbing.

The

is

rig then/ready for operation.
The tools ar-e lower·ed unt il the end mak.es an impression
on the

gr~ound,

then they ariiepulled up once maree.

A

long

length of casing with driving head and casing shoe attaohea
is then eI'ected so that the impl-ession in the

grQWl,(

i,s

located in the center of the easing shoe.
Then using the measuring rod, a al1alk mark is made
and numbered on the aasing, starting with the bottom of
the easing shoe as zero.
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w~lking

beam.

This latter tends to keep the walking

beam in position.
The drill ceew or "'caaheros ft pUll down on the

walking beam cross arm a few inches and release it. By
pullin:~ down on the vlalkin~~

beam, the drill tools are

hoisted up an equal distance.

Upon being released, the

tools fall and transmit their-momentum to the driving
head by means of the driving bloaks.

the casing into the ground.

This in turn drives

The first few strokes are

very short so that the Captain and panner will be able
to keep the aasing exactly

perpendi~ular.

It is abso-

lutely neoessary that the oasing be started in as nearly
peI4pendicular plane 8.S possi'ble, otherwise, after a few

feet of casing h:; been driven, the tools scrape and no
longer fall freely within the casing.
In most land drilling, the

fiI~st

five to fifteen

feet of the earth's surfaot consist' of a soil and de-

oaying

vegetation~

This is barren ground and so the

casing is always driven to gravel.£.As SooD'::':i.aS--:.·one-·

~ength

is nearly driven another length is ooupled onto the

first length, the measurements oontinued in chalk on
new

~asing,

and the driving head screwed on top as before.

It is to be noted that in a _few--places gravel is encountered
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on the surfaee.

In this case the casing is only driven

a foot or two. depending on the amount of sand in the

gravel.

~he

casing must be uriven until it will stand
Once the first casing is firmly set in gravel

by itself.

the regular drill cycle is started.
The I-egular dr·illcycle cOrJ.sists of driving casing,

removing the driving blooks, lowering the tools until the
bit touches the surface core, making a chalk mark on the
wire rope

~t

the top of the driving shoe, chiseling the

core down until within a couple inohes of the %KB bottom
of the casing shoe, marking the wire rope again at the
surfaot of the driving shoe, 'pulling the tools, and

pumping out the core.
The distanoe between the two chalk marks on the wire
rope represent the amount of the core to be pumped and
Is known as "pump".

The distance betvveen the original

surface of ttle COllie and the bottom of the casing shoe is
knoltn as the tfrisefl

The actual distance in which the

Qasing was driven is "known as

n dr·i van.

The actua·l length

of pipe below the surfaoe of the gI'ound is known as rTpipe rt

and <Jan easily be detex-mined by measurirlg from one of the

chalk marks on the casing to the surface of the ground.

mhe drill captain does-the, pumping.

As soon as the

tools aI-e hoisted out of the aasing after· chiseling and

measuIjing, he lower-s the sand pump into the casing.
V~aterw

is pouI·ed into the casing in case ther·e is not

enough alx"eady ther-e.
dr ill

ca~ptain

Then with vigor·ous jer*}cs, the

IruJ_ls on the pump I·ope.

Th.e plunger with

leather flap is pulled up forming a vacuum in the bottom
of the pump.

The flap valve on the bottom of the pump

flies open and broken material, water, and any metal is
.sucked into tIle pump.

I

\he valve settleS. down and the

captain pulls the pump out and dumps it irlto the pump
tr"ough.

1";"or-8 water- and a few mor·e pumpint?;s clean out

the broken material in the casing. another drill oyola
1s commenaed and repeated until bed rook 1s enoountered.
In filam gravel tIle

aver~age

drive is about one foot.

However, it is important to note that when a layer of
sand is enoountered, the casing should be driven until

it en00unters a more solid material.
four foot drive is not unoommoD.

For this reason a

The sand will not re-

main firm at the bottom of the hole.

In the act of pump-

ing, the sand will oontinue' to run into the ca.sing from

the bottom and possibly cause a serious error.

A large

volume of material possibly bearing gold and platimum
has tTsalted rt the cOllle.!o avoid this, if possible, the

casing should be dl-iven to---Ylrm
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mater~ial.

In the mean time the panner has been recording the
various data in the drill log.

After a core has been

pumped a,nd_ dumped into the pump trough, the parlnerproaeeds

to vJash it into tlle mea,suring tube which has the same

inner diameter as the casing.

He then measures it by
This material represents

means of the measuring rod.

the solids pumped from the casing.

It is well to note

that a considerable amount has been lost as slimes overflowing from the tube.
The panner then proceeds to dump the material from
the measuring tube into his batea or wooden gold pan.
He pans this rna teI~ial,

counts

an~

r-ecor'ds the colors o,t

eaoh metal as well as the size in the drill log.
log has columns
repr~esents

for~ th.r~e,. :;

a small

than a pmn head.

nu~.:o,;et i_

sizes of colors.

His

Number 1

of gold as large ar larger

Number· 2 r1epresents a granule betvleen

the size of a pin head and the size or diameDer of a pin
shaft.

Number three

~e9resents

the colors which are smaller

in diameter than ttle shaft of a pin.

It must be remember-

ed that a panner is a native and has little or no: idea
of the sizes and weights which are used by panners in
the States.

Also if these panners got together it i8

doubtful how many would agree on the division between
a sinall Number~ 2. and. a large ~iumber 3 color.

an oIltdinary
p~nner

st!~aightpin

Ther-efore,

is convenient to give a native

a standard for sizes.

It is customary to drill one foot of bed rook in
order to determine if there are any valves distributed
tJ1r~ough

it.

If' the bed I·ock contains gold or pla.tixlum
l

and is salt, it should be drilled to the lower limit of
occurence of the valUes.

It must be

:r~emembered

that the

ohief objective of the prospect drill is to obtain as
reliable and as complete data as possible of subsurface
conditions.

As soon as the driller decides that enough bed

ro~k

has been drilled, he orders the captain to pull casing
and proceed to the next hole.

1Ieafrwhile ) the driller

inspeats the drill log for errors, and keeps an eye on
the panner as he repans the tailings from
panning.

~he

first

Often the driller or his assistant repans these

tailings in order to cheok up on the native panner.
While th3 panner is a

mor~e

educated and intelligent type

of native, it is absolutely necessary to keep a close
aheBk on his work.

No gold or platimum should be

if it}-S a color large enough to be visible.
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lo~t

When the panner has panned and repanned his tailings
-he gives the sample can contairiing the concentrate to the
driller'

Ola

b.is ass istant.

,One 01 these then prooeeds to
l

concentrate this down to the point where the individual
co~ors

can be picked up on the point of a sharp knife and

deposited in a drop of water on a olean piece of paper.
Any visible aolor of gold or platinum must b'e included in

this ooncentrated

sam~le.

Then the drop of water is absorbed by a blotter
leaving the sample containing all of the Golore recovered
from the hole and a few speaks of sand.

It is not

cal to olean the sample in the field and

80

prao$1~

it 18 sent

to the engineering offioe to be aleaned under a miorosoope
and weighed on a balance.

It is well to note that in

diatriots where no platinum occurs, it is oaromQD..

~JrQtl ••

to use meraury . to recover the gold from the 60D-eent,rate.

Then it can be more easily

ale~ned

in the offiae.

The drill arew have proaee'ded to pull the easIng and
move to the next hole.

To pull easing, the bit is Iiemov-

ad trom the string of tools.
Bcre-wed in place.

Then the pulling hammer is

The driving head is replaoed on the

casing by the pulling head.

The winah and walking beam cross arm are manned and
put in motion.

This time instead of the "oaaheros tf jerk..

ing the stxJing of tools up and p er'mi tting them to fall
fr~~e,

to drive or' ohisel, the pulling ha'Jmelt is jerked

sharply against the pulling head, thus transmitting the
momentum of the rapidly rising

str~ing

of tools.

The

casing is pulled and removed pieoe by p:ieae until all
casing and the cas'ing shoe have been recovered.

Then the

rig poles are lifted from their slots in the bases and
the rig lowered to the ground,

It is dismantled and

moved to the next loeation ready to be set up and put in
operation.

The entire operation of taking down the rig,

dismantling, transporting a hundred feet to the next hole,
~etting

up, and making ready to drill takes on an average

of less than twenty-five minutes.

THE D:tILL LOG

.
.,.
In many oases the bedrock is only a thick, hard
layer of olay.
sidera~ble

Very com1only this clay contains a oonas a rule

olition of the gold and pl tinum.

this clay is practically impossible to

:sh or break up

in the revolving screen of the modern dredge.

The writ-

er has seen numerous native miners working the tailing
behind a dredge.

They find balls of this clay aonta1n-

ing gold and platinum in p ying quanlties.

ba.te

8,

they are able to knead

In their

nd fin lly dissolve

this clay, and so reoover the values.

In this same

m nner, the drill p nner kneads and pulverizes the cl 'Jl
from the drill sample.
only a

wince the dredge aan recove

ortion of gold and platinum from clay, a oon-

side!iable deduotion should be· made in the v-lu tion of

a. drill hole where a large per6ent of the met 1 occurs
·in clay.

However, in the

riter's somewhat limite'd"ex-

perienae in the valu tion of dI-edgeable ground, no

tion whatever h· s been paid to the type of
the

di,stribut~on

bedro~k

~.

tten-

or

of values as indicate(i by the drill log.

The drill log is not only a reaord of the drilling

prooedure, but also

hen complete, contains most of the
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The prospect drill log makes a very convenient data sheet
for future ~eferenee.
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~

data neaessary for· the aalculati ons used in evaluting
the

a!~ea SUI'I· ounding

Plate No. lLU

the drill hole.

is an example of a drill log aom on~

ly used in the ChaBo, plus 'a few Ievisions by the

riter.

The drill log is of course recorded in Spanish, for that
is the only 1 nguage understood by the native panner.
Eaoh rig has a number for identification.
AS previously mentioned the usual

dril~ing

zation is composed of two complete rigs

organi-

nd are s.

These

rigs work together so that the driller can supervise the
operations of both rigs without too much

iffiaulty.

It

is to be under-stood that a rig while drilling a hole

must be under the supervision of either the driller or

his assistant at all times.

ile the native ore

perfe<ltly oapable of operat ing the drill in a1,

8

e

stages

and conditions of drilling, they absolute17 can not be
trusted alone to.do anything.

~he

dril'.r or his assist-

ant must keep a close eheok on the panner as he records
data in the log tor a single error in the log would make
a redrill neoessary.

An erroneo s log and a reliable

sample are· of no, more vale than a <lor eat log and the

sample panned outo! the river be, previously mentioned.

The dril

log is divided into four main divisions

coming under the headings of DEPTH, CORE D T

J

COLORS,

and. RE1 RKS.

Under DEPTH he,ading we have three divis-ions,
~IPE,

and DRIVE.

The

TER,

TEn oolumn contains the depth of

water above the surf ce of the ground at the and of eaBh
drive.

In ordinary land drilling there is no water re-

aorded unless the hole happens to fall in a small stream.
However, in river drilling this is

very important column.

Here, the eleva t ion of the top of the barge or' drill balsa

is determined by a transit.

Immediately, a measurement

is taken from the top of the barge to the bed of the river
at the point where the casing shoe will fall.

This

measure~

ment is reoorded in the W TER Qolumn for the first dri,ve.

The elevation of the barge is also jotted do,'

It the river is aonsidered to be at the nor
notation 1s made,

bo e this.
' stage a

River about normal t' . other fee the nota-

tion 1s made acaord1ng to the enginser's estimate of river

stage.
be

Latar~depth

~alaulated

afwater at normal river level will

and recorded.

PIP, 1s a reeord of the'distance of the autting surfaoe of the casing shoe bela

the groan!

a marker on the surfao,. of

't the oollar At the hole, at the endoteaoh
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drive.

In the river drilling t it is the distanae of the

Qutting surfaae of the casing shoe below the

~op

of the

barge.

DRIVE is a record of the individual advancement of
the casing during a ttdrive TT •

Under the CORE D T

division, we have three separate

aolumns, RISE, PUMP and BOX

ASURE.

Eaoh is a measure-

ment of the ma teI<tia1 in the aasing or pumped from the

casing into the measuring box.
RISE is the measurement of the material Within the
aasing and above the eutting edge of the
eaah drive.

~asing

shoe after

It is to be noted that many taotors tend to

vary this rise.

First, the inner diameter of the cutting

edge of a new casing shoe is five and }.~~ in6,

8,S

while

the insid.e diameter of the easing is four inches.

his

naturally would tend to give a greater rise than drive
in ordinary material such as fine gravel.

SOOD

the

01

sharp Qutting wears off and we have the eaS84& blunt

edge

~our

bly

auld tend to give a slightly greater rise than drive.

and half inQhes in inner diameter." This possi-

"e might also have the aase of tine sand and water.

As

the casing shoe is driven through this material there is
a great tendenay tor it to rush into the casing and cause
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an abnormal rise.

This graeat influx of material tends

to give erroneous results.
Fortunately, however, there
usually is not much gold or
SHOE.

platinum in this fine material.

However, it must be

~==~U-CUTrING £06-£

~4~~

oonsidered in aaloulating the
NE.W CASING- SH()E

grainaper cubio yard.

a~sing

CAs INS-

SHOE

An-

other common oase is to have a small
the

WORN

boulde~

wedge into

shoe and not be broken due to a stratum of

loose materia,1 below the boulder.

If it is fa.irly small,

it will tend to crowd the loose materia,l aside and give

no rise in the casing.
~ause

If it is large and tough it will

the oasing to ftjumptt or settle with the streke of

the d.riving bloaks and then spring up when they are raised
for a new stroke.

If the oasing shoe is unable to break

the boulder and it is small, the bit must be used as a

last resort.

This is one of the few eases where a ohisel

bit is permissable to be used near or below the Qutting
edge of the casing shoe.

It is obvious that some error

will enter in here in most oases.
or pushed loose m&ter1a~ aside.

with thebi t

t

The boulQer has packed

'hen it is broken, espeQiallv

material is very apt to rus,h into the oasing,
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for the usual two or three inches left as a core guard
has been destroyed.
drilled.

In many cases the hole must be re-

boulder is the most

has been abandoned.

co~non

reason why a hole

It either bends the

o~sing

off of

the vertieal plane so that the drill tools stick, or else

it does not permit a reliable sample to be taken.
PUMP is a record of the material or core in the
oasing ohisalad and pumped out after a drive.

It is to

be remembered that 6ustomary pra'ctioe is to leave from
two to three inahas of aore as a sort of plllg t·o keep

fine loose material sueh as sand from rushing into the
easing.
BOX ME SURE is a record of the amount of material
pumped and washed into a tube having the same inside
diameter as the casing.

Many different faators enter

in here, so that after all the BOI ME SURE is Just a
reoord of the mol1ds pumpedJand has little meaning save
to indiaate the amount of slimes in the sample.

The

solids remain in the tube to be panned, but the mud, fine
silt, and other Jtslimes tt are lost or floated out by water.

In the column "NUMBER OF COLORS", we have a rough
reaord of the number, size, and location of the various
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grains of gold and platimum reoovered from the drilled
materaial.

The sizes are of

COUI"se

only the panner 'a

estimate and as so, can only be taken as a comparative
The number and especially the location are

sizing.

important data.

From these data the distribution of

the values aan be determined at a glance.

As mentioned

before, a higher per cent of recovery can be made from
gravel containing uniformly distributed values, than

from an area where values are conoentrated on or in bed
rook.

~

foot of bedrock is customarily dug under nor-

mal conditions by the dredge in order to recover this
bed

ro~k

aoneentration.

The actual recovery depends

upon the skill, experienoe and care of the winohmen.
However, it is not the purpose of this paper to elaboiate
upon skill and care of some winahmen, or the laok of it
in others, be they from Oroville or Oondota.
UnderrtRWARKS" we have a drive by drive record of
the rna tar 1a1 ana aunt ered by the cas ing sh oe •

This is

valuable datum, for from it can be determined the type
of material the dredge will be expeoted to handle.

The

amount of stioky, unwashable clay, the number and size
of boulders, the type and charaoter of bed

ro~kt

the

depth of overburden, and the depth of' bedrock below

-7.3 -

THl:!j ViI~\JCHMAN TOO, MUST BE A HARDY SOUL

Clearing the jungle ahead of the dredge 1s one of the big
problems in the Choco of today.
- 74-

normal river level are important factors espeoially
.if one is designing a dredge to operate in a new distriat.

In the bottom division of the drill log (See Plate
No. J[ll

) we have numerous data which need no comment.

Elevation of oollar, depths, remarks, lost time, bedrock elevation, normal river level, and

co-ord.inates~-_of

drill hole are determined and entered in the log by the

engineer.

Containing these data, the drill log beaomes

a very' convenient reference sheet in a oondensed form.
It might be \Jell to add that the actual drill log is
somewhat larger than Plate No.1G[ which represents a
1<le-

reduotion of an actual drill log/drawn with names,
loaations, and 1:'emarks revised by the wI-i tar.

log is not so crowded for spaoe.

The aotual

Also, the lost time

is generally recorded on the baak of the log.

The log

is I'eaorded a.nd signed by the panner who turns it over

to the driller.
ahe~ked

The drill.er signs it as soon as he has

over the entries and deaidad that it is correot.

The log is folded around the drill sample and sent
to the engineer office.

It passes on to the laboratory

where the sample is cleaned, weighed and reoorded as

grains platinum

nd grain gold in hole.

turned to the offioe for aalaulation.
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It is then re-

THE DR I LL SA:MPLE'

As soon as the drill sample is received and reoorded in the offiae, it is sent to the laboratory where

it is plaoed in a drying aabinet.

I~hen

enough samples

have accumulated, a junior engineer or laboratory assistant is detailed to alean and weigh the metals.
It is customary to plaoe the sample on a white
slide or plate under a low power microsaope •
k

With the

aid of a delicate (Jamal T s hair brl1sh, the engineer sorts

the sample into three piles.

One oonsists of the tails!

one of platinum, and the other of gold.
carefully examined and then disoarded.

The tails are
Eaah 'of the

metals are carefully weighed to the nearest 0.001 grain
on a gold balanoe and the weights

I

6

8corded as GRA,IlfS

PLATINUM IN HOLE and GRAINS GOLD IN HOLE on the drill
log.
In case meroury has been used to oollect the gold
from

~he

ooncentrate, the microscope and camel's hair
Dilute nitria aaid

brush are replaced by fire and aoid.

and the amalgam are placed in a small crucible and gently
heats'a. until the meroury is dissolved.

thoroughly with hot water
hoI.

~he

~taining

Then it is washed

a few drops of aloo-

gel'd is then dried and amaaaled over a,n aloohol

burner and is ready to be weighed.

It must be

ed the mercury must not be used to collect

th~

r~emember

gold from

the conoentx'ate if there is any platinum occur·ring in

the district to be drilled.

Otherwise, the platinum

would be lost in the disaarded material, for

~latinum

under ordinary oonditions will not amalgamate with mer(}ury.

The sample represents the amount of gold and platinum
reoovered from a cylinder of material having a theoretical diameter equivalent to the inner diameter of the
autting edge of the casing shoe, and a length equivalent

to the distance drilled.
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U01VlPu if1.\ TIu.L\4 OF DRILL-tiuLE DA TA

Before attsrrlpting ·to compute

drill-uo~a

data, it

is necessary to arrive at tne caSing shoe .faotor. Since
the inside diameter of the oasl..ug is 4 i.!lcl1eS while the

inner diameter of tile cutti.ug edge of t'16 shoe varies

inohes in a new shoe to 4 1/'2 inChes in one,

froln 0 lib

in a du.ll oonditioll, it is
o~ly"

be

an approxii.Ua ti on.

·J.:he

aasi~

tus't tile factor will

OOV~OU6

shoe factor is to oe taken as the length

of the drl va required to

Cu. t

a

(;u.~10 Jal.~d

of

n.la

teria 1.

'.L'herefore a new st:Loe would give a tneoretioal faotor

( 'the ore tiaa~ for the fa at tha t

nO

two driS-ls of equ.s

lang th ill dii:ferantm2 teria ~ will gi va the aame rise)
of lbb, wnile tna t of a worn shoe would

06

243.

Sinee

the shoe· otla IJg8S :from a sharp to a dull ata te 200 i
usua lJ.y a oas.pted a a a sort of "mean. It

~h18

200

18 far

from desired a ooursoy, and so it is desirable to reduce
it from a

variau~e

to as nearly a

CgllStant as 'pract,a·ule.

he interior area ()f the oasiJ:g is l2.f>''l aq. inoh,

'.L4

whi~a

the area of the

wear would
l.1~he

the ratio

ue

1~.44

oasi~

shoe at the 200 state of

sq. 1nan.

theoretioal aore u.se for given
o~

dr~ve

would

the area of the oore to the area of the

-T8 -

'08

outting edge.

Drive.
1

:

]'or a .1 ft. drive we wou.ld have
l~ise

...
•• •

Hise

:

1':i.44

12.51:

19.44

VYe find rise~ 1.54 it. :for eaen 1 ft drive. 'l·h.is

figure, 1.54, repreSsllts a ·tnaoreticul rise assu.ming that
the

n.Q

terial drill-ad is of uniform composition and remains

of the same density or state of oompaction aftar

trIa oa ~i:~ng •

..i.

enter'~

t is of course oovioustna t several ia ctors

have not oean oorisidered. Firat of all t the cutting
the casing Shoe is not a kllife edge.

faos.

Uu.8

shape of tlliS edge.

tOt,C16

~ut

ed~e

a :fairly ulunt

of
SLLr-

the naterial is oom-

pa cted and orowded into a cylinder of slUaller diarne tar. Than
it passes into a

ayllndar of s11gtl tly ..i.£irgar diame tar waera

it tends to expand.

of oourse

1S

ao:adit101lS.

per oent is

in the core.

'lthiS

expansion or newell" of the Clore

a variaBle depending upon several. factors and.
EXj)srienoe has indicated thlat a factor of
aoceptab~e

as representing the agerage of "Swell"

introducing this faotor into our calculations,

we hCive (1.54..J

51~

nearest handredth)..

of 1.54) a faotor of 1.62 (carried to the

jor

al~

praotical 'purposes this faotor

uay oe aOOEJpt·ed as a oonsta.at. I' s, s drive of l

an

ide&~

D

ft. gives

rise of 1.62 ft.

Another fa at to be oonaidered is L!la t ·the oolors #4re

- 7.9 -

ac~ual~y

pumped. Wnile the Rise and the Pump are supposed

to oe equal. i t l.,A,sppens
~11ese

figures va.ry·.

t!12t

Ltherafore. i t is

i••

Pump ra ther tha n the Hise

of QrairaPar

the

oo~ors

vUe

uniel- oertain condit~ona

Yd.

ill

uUStOill~11'Y

to usa &ina

line ca lcula t ions.

of e.5:lch metal.

l.a nlSny lOC2..Litias.

a re found con.antra ted a t various depths t ra tiler

ttlan. oei.ug uiliforrnly distriuuted or elaa UOllc6!J.trated. on oad

rock a iion.e.

it is conIDlon pra ct~oe to consider only the

Drives and oorresponding Pwmps where colors ara found in
the ca l·cul.s ti 0118.

.Lll this

abnormal rises and.

gre~t

avoided.
Qa

liS

Ina nnel~,

of' ti16 error dua to

irlflu.x of Illaterial ill said. is

mentioned oefore. lillie

a ru.le is more or less ·oarren.

Wide awake oalou..L2.tor

illUC11

re~tlvely

fine

materia~

In tilJ.s SSllle na IDler tna

aou~d c~reftllly

.llo·te an abnorIIJll uon-

oen.tra tion of oolors !liter oed ro,ok .uss 'been res:ohed.

---------.......---

t··'

I'

.. < c'. (.

Often the casing shoe will encou.nter a ana 11 (crevaSSf 'or

seam in theoedr, k..

upon 'pumping aut the aore t muoh m~l tar-

1al in the creV!1ue or seam ~earing. the rioh ~ed l~ook con-.·

oe.utra t1.0n of oolora will '08 drawn into tile uaeing. J:nia

is oiJviously a form of

ftstt~ting"

and a proper nOtation
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.,
,

should uS made in order to partially' avoid the lftJign nola H

in 12 tar
ll~rle

cor.llput~ tiOllS.

first step in. oalci.ilL.:i tiils 'tlla drill log ill tlle

angiuser offioe is to enclose tbe portion or
""V[lare

~il

penail.

the oolors
~hen

~vVare

port~ons

found in ura eke ts with a red

he proceeds to cctai the Drive and the

enclosea. in tiie red oracr:ets.

.tLUilj;)

D"\-"1l1· va

X 1.02 gives a

.L

:uII1p

multiipliau 'by

OUX'

001-6

"'b.is fauLlor

ra(,lO i:Jcto::t.

2UU cons ta

ilt

Q

.Lid di vlded uy( Tota 1

to

.Bad ,ijook. .. 1 ft.} gives tIle oalculsted vdllume faotor. This

when lllultipliad oy

~rains

of each raatal In ti.ole gives

product ill Gra ins l-Jer Cu. Yd.

ary pra ctioe to carry

~nis

As no ted

afore: j i t is

a
OUS tom-

produot to tile .uaareat O.(jul

gra ins.

Trle fi:iJlil step in.

rive

~t

oalcu.Uiti~

cents par cubic yard.

a drill log is to

It is

llaoeas~ry t~ a~rive

at tUG value of eaoh metal in oants .per gra,in.
lOu

X d.olla rs per fine ou.nce

ex~ot

ttle

figure.

'pl·~oe

4bO
.t1o'weve:t-.

r-

.x f'ineness

the exaat, fi.n.er16ss

will
~s

.

9l va

tile

not Klown

of pia tinum varies, and even tue prioe of gold

- 8/ -

t

SOIlietimas

to aocept
grain

varies.

It

is COllllilOl1

practioe in caloulatiOns

b.if> tJ, per grain for platinum

i·OI" ~501d.

VI

course,

t'"103e are

a ~~ld ontrle co llsel~V~ ti va aide.

- BZ-

sm

D.4U

¢ 'per

Just a .pro]cirWJt"

OllS,

S~~

tilO
:l'ABUL~1il'ED

%100£03,

00STS ]lOR DRl.L.L..t.~ "HOLE _~O. i)-H,

i l.ilie re q ~ir·e d" 0 dr ~ 1J.

.ua.p th

0 J..

~ED hUhSE FLA~.

1.1

ole •••••••••••••••••••••• ti

a uI"'S •

UOLU1iBLi N PESOS

One driller wages

.1.1.00
1.t>2

One drill captain, wages
One jalmtlr. wages
Righ,t nee aharos " total Wf~)ges
1l hree neoga s" or rodna lit wages

1.50
13."40
4.~U

Ten oa na:na pla nta
One palm
47 stalks of corn
actl~"al

.50
1.20
.4:7

drillillg uosts

Dri ilers food for
~rillers

t'l

t~ 0 Ie • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••.• ' •••• 20 ie e t.
COST~

TO'tal

L~I16 12.

011S

~3.~9

2.00

day"

cooks wages

~eon coo~s

1.Ou

wages

1.0U
1.20
1.30

Porportion of oost of engiilser camp
Porportion oX cost of Peon OEmp
lwledioal supp~~es and oosta
Wear and teHr on drill. parts
Mi s (). expe :ns as

2.30
tj.bO

1.10

18.40

Total other costs (estimated)
Total (Jost of

dril~ing,

hole ••••• 5%.3' pesos or

Cost per foot ..•.•............•

2.01"

11

'2~.S5

US

$ 1.19 "

l.±)

1. 7b pesos equals tl.UUU.S.
1

~he

,1ng one

freight.
the

suove
ho~e

taou~ation

in 'the

includes only the costa of drill-

fie~d.

pre~1mdDary surve~lng

like are not enaluded.
.

OVerhead. 'U.p1teep of liiSot.lil18 abDoP.

expenses. office oharges. and

Also.

~

t uest the a Dove ex-

.

pences tlre on,J.y eatima

te~.

lio two J:.k:olea

wil~

have the same

oosts per foot dril-led due todifferant oondi tiOl1S.

it was impossiu.Leto secure the aotusl costs of drill-

ing in the anoeo. uut the above
filS ;:f.~r

8stir~te

as the a ctua 1 fie ld expenses run.

is fairly liberal
J1'or exam'ple. in

average ground a l·ig Wil.l .uard.Ly average 20 I.eet per day,

In hard ground tne rig will do well to average lD ieet par
eight hours day When one oonsiders time lost in moving,

transportatioIl,

r'e~irs,

arguing With the native owners.etc.
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FIELD Rh"P ORT

The

drlL~er

is required to su'amit a monthly iield

report 'to ilis super10r.
ality whion bas

~it[;le

1t nis :It-aport is merely a iorm-

value save

'(,0

It is to oe understood

partment.

sends ill his logs,

samp~e8

drilling, progress a t

~east

lihe aocounting de-

~nat

the driller

aLld a detailed report of the

once a wee.ic. 4nless

116

ia

loas ted a grea t diS ta 1106 from the engineer office.
:rhe monthly field report oonsists of two main
divis~onat

Lost :l'irne and

l?er±or~llce

(see sample report

on page 86,).
{J·nder Loa t !Jtime mos t of

plana;tory.

however.

"r10

items are sa if ex:-

'~he

laoor" might require a few words

since it deals With the power or moving Ioroe of Lhe
drl1~.

As mentioned before, the

negro of the

D2 ti va

Choco is a very poor speciIIfin at oes't.
memoera can

possi,{)~y

resu~t

man-power.
~

ia evident.
~or

a~l

think up an: eXQUse :tor not oomini

to work whiah tney think or hope
the

If.ny or

The drill

that reason the

.

wi~l

satisfy the driller,

~annot

dril~er

operate without

has developed a

sort of oase hardened frame of mind from list611ilJgto the
exouses offered. and often,sends the "viotim of Circumstance,s" home for a certain l.ength of time or fires 111m
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FIELD REPORT

LOST TIME
Drill No. 1

Drill No.2

Drill No.3

Total

Hours

Hours

Hours

Hours

.

Transportation
High river

6:00

Fishing
Lack of Equipment

26:25
0:25

Repairs
No Labor

5:00

Moving

._-

1:26

--------§.;_QQ_-_._-

Miscellaneous

34:35

Total

4.3 days)

13:25
(1.7 days)

(

days)

(

days)

PERFORMANCE

18.7
81.5

Percent working time

Total feet drilled
Av. feet per hole
Feet per pOSSe driJI day
Feet per drill day worked

--------

92.7.

10

Number of Holes
No. per pOSSe drill day
No. per drille day worked

l~an hours

23
21.3

23

Possible Drill Days
Drill days worked

13
.435

•56n_.p___.

.535

.6] 0

278.6

~32.0

27.9
12.1
14.9

25.6
14.5
15.6

~

-._ ...

..

worked

REMARKS :..__.

.

.~

~_Y!..~._ ..~_~l_fj!_'_

__

P_~.~_~ .~P_~!': ?~_~~ ~~_9: g_Q~P:_,_. Y!._~_r_~

...----------- ~ __. .. _~_g_~ ..__ .g.~~_!_~_~~~~~_._~~_~_~_~~_y._f!_~ ~ ._. . .
-------_._-----_.------------_ ... _-_ .... _-------_ .. _-_.. _--------------------------.-•••-.-.--•••••• ._••

._.

•

•

c

~_~k_~rr

Qf_t:

r_Q~

_

. ..-.------------- ------------.---------.--------------------.-----.--.-~------.--.--------.-.---------

.....-_ .... _-----------_.------ .... ---_ .... -------------------------------_... _------.------------------------------------------------------------.------------.--

.

•••__••··--.-•.---.----.-.-.-••.•••••• _•••.•.••••_.__•.•

~----------
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Engr. in Charge of Field Party.

as a good example.
~ef't
ti~

WflO

him.

in elther oase, the

arri~

one is

without resouroes and. ei'tner sijarV8S or steals un-

he can get iJaok
does not

uElve

(,0

work.

lie is one of the unfortu'nmas

a uouse and woman or women to pan for

Othexwlse. tnere would

oe

no oojectlve tor him to

work in the first plaoe.

"Under "miaoe.1.1sLleoua n oomea the time lost in atteulpt1»g to get

dri.~.ling

'permi ts or argul.ug wi th ira ta owners.

During the first montb l.n a new d±sft:cictLuis way oontain
a J.arge ,PD1'tion of the

under

ttremar~sn

~ost

time.

ocme the unusual events suoll as im-

portant hb.lidaYt or serious aooidellt and the like.
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G 0

Jj.·Ile

~

0 L U S 1 0

~

prospest drl.ll is a LusctJine with whioh data

of sUbsurfaoe conditio.us of placer deposits oan oe

ootalIJ.ed in a rapid waIDler at a low cost.

Since

prospeot drilling in the Uhoco ia chiefly ooncerned with
p.l.a oar ~e'posi ts su~ ta ole for dred6ing. ~hese da ta con"

sist of:
1.

2.
3.

4.
b.
o.

Average 'value of the deposit in graiDS as
wel~ a. oeuts per uuo1c yard.
Average depth of gravel
Elevation of oed rOOK in re.l.ation to the
.tlor~l river level.
~ype and Ollsra at er of oed rook.
Bis tri au. ti on and cllara 0 tar of va .lues.
UOlli,Posltion and cnaraoter of tLle various
strata of m9teria~ oetwe'en the surfaOEl of
the ground a nd oed rocJt.•

.It must sJe raal~zedthat the prospeot drill like
ottler maahines Ilas limi ta tiona. Boma of these for example ~re:
1.

Only a perpendioular nola OSn

2.

I·he aore cannot \is z-eoov.ered intaot.·
It oannot operste suooessfully in ground
oontaini~ large ooulders.

3.
4.

b.

e drilled.

1i he Wa rd ~ypa lia nd Dri 11 18 ~lmi tad to t e s ti.ag
pla oar deposl ts less t1'la n lUU ft. in dep th.
1'h'e' Ward ~ype tiS nd Dri~l was not designed to

test rook formations.

The reiiao11ity of drilling result. depends upon

ammerOU8
.1.

2.

ac»ors. some of whioh are:
~ae 1ntegrity of the driller and. U1S asaial,anL.
lJfhe care Which 18 exerted in all of the various
steps In obta in1.Dg a sample.
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LJ:.

~Jhe arnOU.l1t of ~u'pervlsiOll of the na tive orew.
:l:he a ccura te l.y I:a oorded. dr il~ .lo~.

u.

i'he

D.

u.

110.1..e8 d~rilled.
Llle e.ngineer in

lJ:he .uUllluer oi

eX'per~ellce O~

z·e s u..l ts •

l he Ohooo offers pro o.Leills
j

HiOl'8

oalculatirg :the

difi~ cult

to overoome

than tile ordinary oostaoles met in arilli!lg in a jurJg.Le
lUee t and overOOfU8 t118se PI"O 01en18 nape nds up-

~liO

aOU1:1ljry.

rather than tne

on the driller

~imself,

metnod used

prospection.

~n

~he

~ype

of drill or

Ward fype hand Drill

has oeen tried and iound -to give satl.sfaotory results
in

a~l

oasea in the unoco, save where "he ground was

too dee,p,

superior not
.1. t

uou.lders

-~ile

qua~ified

~:f

is douo tful

deep grou.nd or

~arge

large, or tria

~oo

dri~ler

or his

for the jo·o •
tile

tla

nd Drill oa n overoome the

iJoulder problem due to tlle re-

quirell16 nt of usa vier eq ulprnant.

·.1~his

pu. ts .it on t of_

ttle LJ.S nd. dri.l.l ulase, and 80 a a.iffere.l1t ty'p9 of drill

is the answer ••••• a power
os sing.

1:hia power drill

dril~ uSi~

oou~d

heavy six inoa

not tie used

~n

ju:ngles, for it is too Lleavy ·to carry ·oy hand.
o1.ag for a roadway
we~l

wou~d uS

as a uig i tam in the

report.

~hereforet

the most

log~oaJ.

a

a

~ost

dr~ll

oonsidera~le

ur1o-

expense as

time oolumil of tile field

for eaoh couditioll

answer and it has ueel1

- 89-

the

~eems

~u.oaes6:tu~ly

MOVING trHE RIG

In the choco the -dr1ll must be transported in one-man loads

-90-

'&r~ed

OU'~

Armstrong'

in tIle J..aBt two years in (Jo!ombia.
~ucyrus

power urill

us~ng

six inoh

.An
oaS1Lg

and mounted on a Jjarge gave sa tisfaot,ory :result,s
a deep river.

wulta in the
~e

t t i Dg

:.L·he l12nd drlll 'fsve satisfaotory re ..
jur~~a.

a aa t 1 S fa a tor y

~

as is ta IIt • dr i lie r or

superior is a very simple Job if one is
pay tbe pT ice.

b. owever,

any msn, be lie a

gineer is

"resnlts fl •

on~y

~t

p~'um'uer,

~t

is we ~l

··tiO

to

Will~ng

remember '&ha t

a puotog.rapher or an en-

worth his' h.1re.

.Any n»an can get

is just a question of wnetner

wttnts jus t "re sul ts '1 or reliable

a.~

·ta.

ODS

-:,ine gold

dredge is an efficient winer. but a very oes·iy

speator.

~n

pro~

'IiHE DRED'3-E IS AN

E.~I~'ICIENT

MI1~ER,'

BUT A VERY COSTLY PROSPEClrOR

RIO SAN JUAN, 1936
- 9Z -
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